ANNUAL WORKSHOP ON ADVANCED CLINICAL CARE - AIDS

Conference Programme
2015
THURSDAY 19/11/2015
Y. Moosa –MODERATOR DAY 1

HIV/TB PREVENTION SYMPOSIUM (2 Ethics Points)
08:00 – 10:00
R.Ndaba

90/90/90 GOALS
COMBINED PREVENTION PREP/PEP/TasP
QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR CHRONIC CARE
DOH SPEAKER
F.VENTER
DOH/CAPRISA

CASE CONFERENCE
10:30 – 13:00
Dr. Dubula

MENINGITIS AND SECOND LINE ART FAILURE
MANAGEMENT OF RESPIRATORY DISTRESS
HEPATOLOGY –HIV/HBV
APPROACH TO ADVERSE DRUG SKIN REACTIONS
Y. MOOSA(UKZN)
J. NEL (WITS)
R.GANDHI (HARVARD)
UCT-S. DLAMINI

SATURN WORKSHOP – HIVDR
14:00 – 16:00
Tulio de Oliveira

EARLY WARNING INDICATORS OF
VIROLOGICAL FAILURE
CASE BASED DISCUSSION OF ADULT ART CASES
NEW ART REGIMENS FOR SA
V.MARCONI (EMORY)
C.VAN VUUREN (UFS)
RTC/WITS

MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH
16:00 – 18:00
DOH

MATERNAL HEALTH IN HIV AND REVISION OF
PMTCT GUIDELINES
T. SEBITLOANE( UKZN)
HIV RELATED AND NEONATAL INFANT MORTALITY CHALLENGES IN DEALING WITH MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH
V.MUBAIWA/ N. MORAN - PANEL DISCUSSION
FRIDAY 20/11/2015-MODERATOR : N.Chelin

PLENARY
08:00 – 09:20
S.Mncwango
MANAGEMENT OF LIFE STYLE DISEASE IN PLHIV
APPRAOCH TO NEUROCOGNITIVE DISORDERS IN PLHIV
N.MAGULA (UKZN)
UKZN

CLINICOPATHOLOGICAL CONFERENCE
NEJM SUPPORTED
09:20 – 10:30
R. Gandhi
R.GANDHI/ T.MADAKZANGE/D. BOLWARE

MDRTB AND CLOSING SESSION
11.00- 13.30
E. Ngam
THE STATE OF TB/MDRTB CARE IN SA
THE NEW SA TB GUIDELINES
ACCESS TO NEW DRUGS FRO MDRTB
PALLIATIVE CARE IN MDR/XDR TB
COMMUNITY BASED MDRTB PROGRAMME
F.CONRADIE
K.NAIDOO
N.MISRA
DOH (1 Ethics Point)
AURUM/IRD

DDMRI STUDENTS RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM
13.30 -18.30
SA/USA FACULTY